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The unit circleThe unit circle

■■ In image analysis, one often has to treat data In image analysis, one often has to treat data 
distributed on the unit circledistributed on the unit circle

■■ Two examples Two examples 
are:are:
–– The hue band of The hue band of 

colour imagescolour images
–– Images describing Images describing 

directional texturedirectional texture



Hue bandHue band

The red and violet colours are separated 
by a large discontinuity, even though 
they are visually “similar”

Hue histogram

Colour image – “The Virgin”, P. Serra
(16th century)  

Hue band  



Greyscale image 
272x608 pixels

Angle image (size 13x33) calculated with a neighbourhood of 
size 32x32, moved by 16 pixels

0° 45°

90° 135°

Directional textureDirectional texture



Morphology on angle imagesMorphology on angle images

■■ We would like to use mathematical We would like to use mathematical 
morphology on these angle images (i.e. with morphology on these angle images (i.e. with 
pixels distributed on the unit circle)pixels distributed on the unit circle)

■■ ProblemProblem: : 
–– The unit circle has no order of importance and The unit circle has no order of importance and 

no dominant positionno dominant position
–– Hence it is impossible to construct a lattice on Hence it is impossible to construct a lattice on 

the unit circle, unless assigning it an arbitrary the unit circle, unless assigning it an arbitrary 
origin.origin.

■■ We aim to develop some We aim to develop some rotationally rotationally 
invariantinvariant morphological operatorsmorphological operators



Two possible solutionsTwo possible solutions

■■ Circular centred operatorsCircular centred operators (operators which (operators which 
bring into play a difference)bring into play a difference)

■■ Indexed PartitionsIndexed Partitions



Circular centred operatorsCircular centred operators
■■ Given a unit circle Given a unit circle CC with centre with centre oo
■■ We choose an arbitrary origin We choose an arbitrary origin aa00, and , and 

indicate the points indicate the points aaii by their curvilinear by their curvilinear 
coordinatescoordinates between 0 and 2between 0 and 2ππ from from aa00..

■■ Given two points Given two points aa and and aa′′ , the value of , the value of 
the acute angle the acute angle aoaoaa′′ is indicated asis indicated as
a a ÷÷ aa′′ = | = | a a -- aa′′ || ifif | | a a -- aa′′ | | ≤≤ ππ
a a ÷÷ aa′′ = 2= 2ππ -- | | a a -- aa′′ || ifif | | a a -- aa′′ | | ≥≥ ππ

■■ This relation provides a complete ordering of This relation provides a complete ordering of 
the points on the points on CC
aaii aajj ifif aaii ÷÷ aa00 ≥≥ aajj ÷÷ aa00

or ifor if aaii ÷÷ aa00 = = aajj ÷÷ aa00 and and aaii -- aa00 ≤≤ ππ

a a′

a ÷ a′



Gradients (reminder)Gradients (reminder)
■■ In In RRdd, to determine the modulus of the , to determine the modulus of the 

gradient, at point gradient, at point xx, of a numerically , of a numerically 
differentiable function differentiable function f, f, one usesone uses
22g(x, r) =  ∨ { | f (x) – f (y) | ,  y ∈ S(x, r) } −

∧ { | f (x) – f (y) | , y ∈ S(x, r) }
where S(x, r) is a small sphere centred at x
with radius r. The gradient is the limit of g as 
r → 0.

■ In the two-dimensional digital space Zd, 
S(x, r) is replaced by the unit square or 
hexagon K(x)



Images with values on Images with values on CC

■■ aa : : EE →→ C C is the angle imageis the angle image
■■ As the definition of the gradient involves As the definition of the gradient involves 

only increments, it is transposed to only increments, it is transposed to aa by by 
replacing |replacing |aa((xx) ) -- aa((yy)| by |)| by |aa((xx) ) ÷÷ aa((yy)|)|

22(grad a)(x) = ∨ { | a(x) ÷ a(y) |, y ∈ K(x) } −
∧ { | a(x) ÷ a(y) |, y ∈ K(x) }



ExampleExample

Hue band



ExampleExample

Hue band Ordinary Hue Gradient



ExampleExample

Hue band Ordinary Hue Gradient Angular Hue Gradient



CircularCircular--centred topcentred top--hathat
■■ Opening by adjunction (erosion, dilation):Opening by adjunction (erosion, dilation):

γΒ(x) = sup { inf [ f (y) , y ∈ Bi ] , i ∈ I }
where {where {BBii, , ii ∈ II} is the family of structuring } is the family of structuring 
elements which contain point elements which contain point xx

■■ The topThe top--hat is therefore:hat is therefore:
f (x) - γΒ(x) = - sup { inf [ f (y) - f (x), y ∈ Bi ], i ∈ I }

■■ As there are only increments of the function As there are only increments of the function ff around around 
point point xx, we can transpose to functions of circular , we can transpose to functions of circular 
values values aa as we did for the gradient:as we did for the gradient:

(th a)(x) = - sup { inf [ - (a(x) ÷ a(y)) , y ∈ Bi ], i ∈ I }



TopTop--hat examplehat example

Original image Hue band



Original image Hue band

Normal top-hat 
(3×3 square)



Original image Hue band

Normal top-hat 
(3×3 square)

Angle top-hat 
(3×3 square)



Morphological centreMorphological centre

■■ The classic morphological centre is used if The classic morphological centre is used if 
one has one has nn numerical values numerical values ttii ∈ R, and a and a 
number number tt which we wish to bring closer to which we wish to bring closer to 
the the ttii

■■ It is defined asIt is defined as
κκ ((tt)  =  )  =  ∧ ∧ ttii ifif tt ≤≤ ∧ ∧ ttii
κκ ((tt)  =)  = tt ifif ∧ ∧ ttii ≤  ≤  tt ≤≤ ∨ ∨ ttii
κκ ((tt)  =  )  =  ∨ ∨ ttii ifif ∨ ∨ ttii ≤  ≤  tt

ti



Circular caseCircular case
■■ On the circle, it is not always possible to On the circle, it is not always possible to 

say whether a value say whether a value aa is exterior (superior is exterior (superior 
or inferior) to the or inferior) to the aaii..

■■ The following four diagrams illustrate this:The following four diagrams illustrate this:

a a a a

Possible Impossible



■■ We use the following definition to exclude We use the following definition to exclude 
the fourth case the fourth case 
–– A family {A family {aaii, , ii ∈ I} of points on a unit circle are 

ω-grouped when
∨  { ( ai ÷ aj ) ,   i, j ∈ I }   ≤  ω  ≤  π 

■ To characterise a group of points using their 
coordinates, we use
– The family {{aaii, , ii ∈ I} of points on a unit circle 

forms an ω-group if and only if one has
∨ { ai ,  i ∈ I }  - ∧ { ai ,  i ∈ I }  ≤  ω 

for an arbitrary origin a0, or for the origin a0 + π



Angular morphological centreAngular morphological centre
■■ To move a point To move a point aa closer to the points closer to the points aaii ,, do do 

the following:the following:
–– If there is an If there is an ωω--group (group (ω ω ≤≤ ππ) and ) and aa is outside is outside 

the group, replace the group, replace aa by the extremity of the by the extremity of the 
group closest to group closest to aa

–– If there is no group, or if If there is no group, or if aa is inside the is inside the ωω--
group, leave it unchangedgroup, leave it unchanged

■■ Examples:Examples:
a a a a



Two possible solutionsTwo possible solutions

■■ Circular centred operators (operators which Circular centred operators (operators which 
bring into play a difference)bring into play a difference)

■■ Indexed PartitionsIndexed Partitions



Partitions (reminder)Partitions (reminder)

■■ EE designates the work spacedesignates the work space
■■ The set The set ΠΠ((EE) is provided with a connection ) is provided with a connection ΧΧ
■■ We consider the family We consider the family ∆∆00 of partitions of of partitions of E E 

for which all the classes are connectedfor which all the classes are connected
■■ It involves applications It involves applications DD : : EE →→ ΠΠ((EE) such ) such 

that for all points that for all points xx and and yy in in EE::
– x ∈ D(x) [Every point belongs to a partition][Every point belongs to a partition]
– x ≠ y ⇒ D(x) = D(y) or D(x) ∪ D(y) = ∅

[partitions can[partitions can’’t overlap]t overlap]
– D(x) ∈ Χ [the partitions are connected][the partitions are connected]



Lattices of partitionsLattices of partitions
■■ Given two partitions, not necessarily with Given two partitions, not necessarily with 

connected classes, the inclusion relationconnected classes, the inclusion relation
D(x) ⊆ D′(x) for all x ∈ E

defines an order relation, which engenders a latticedefines an order relation, which engenders a lattice
■■ For partitions of connected classes in For partitions of connected classes in ∆∆00, this order , this order 

relation remains valid, but the associated lattice is relation remains valid, but the associated lattice is 
differentdifferent

■■ All families {All families {DDii, , ii ∈ I} of connected partitions 
have in ∆0 a largest minorante D with its class at 
point x written as

D(x) =  γx [ ∪ Di(x) , i ∈ I ]
■ The largest majorant is the smallest set which is 

the union of the classes of D1, and of D2, …, etc., 
and which contains point x



Indexed PartitionsIndexed Partitions
■■ We now limit ourselves to a finite number We now limit ourselves to a finite number NN

of partitions, and associate a label from 1 to of partitions, and associate a label from 1 to N N 
with each partition. These ensembles with each partition. These ensembles 
associated with indices are called associated with indices are called phasesphases. The . The 
indices are usually associated with some indices are usually associated with some 
property (colour, direction, etc.)property (colour, direction, etc.)

■■ As there are As there are NN phases which fill the space, phases which fill the space, 
they are not independent. If we know the first they are not independent. If we know the first 
N N -- 1 phases, the 1 phases, the NNth is knownth is known

■■ The The iithth phase is given by: phase is given by: 
Ai = ∩ { D(x, i),  x ∈ E }

1

2

3



Creating an indexed partitionCreating an indexed partition
■■ Below is an example of how to convert an angle Below is an example of how to convert an angle 

image (values 0° to 180°) to an indexed partitionimage (values 0° to 180°) to an indexed partition
–– Decide on a partition size, here 45°Decide on a partition size, here 45°
–– Decide on a starting point, here 0°Decide on a starting point, here 0°
0°

90°

180°

45°

135°

1

2

3

4

34   53   15  120

19  165  56   92

49  140  10  120

1    2    1    3

1    4    2    3

2    4    1    3

Partition 
definition

Original image 
with pixel values 
(0° - 180°)

Indexed partition 
from the image



Lattice of indexed partitionsLattice of indexed partitions
■■ DefinitionDefinition: An indexed partition on a space : An indexed partition on a space EE,, indexed by a indexed by a 

finite number finite number NN, is an application , is an application DD : : EE →→ ΠΠ((EE) ) ⊗⊗ NN such such 
that the restriction of that the restriction of DD to to ΠΠ((EE) is a connected partition. ) is a connected partition. 
The The NN sets associated with the gamut of indices (colour, sets associated with the gamut of indices (colour, 
direction, …) are called phasesdirection, …) are called phases

■■ Now limit ourselves to Now limit ourselves to NN -- 1 indices. The order relation 1 indices. The order relation 
between two indexed partitions between two indexed partitions DD and and DD′′ is defined byis defined by

DD ≤≤ DD′′ in the sense of connected partitionsin the sense of connected partitionsDD DD ′′ ⇔⇔ AAii ⊆⊆ AAii
′′ ii ∈ [1, 2, [1, 2, ……, , NN -- 1]1]

■■ The set The set ∆∆ of partitions with of partitions with NN indices is the lattice produced indices is the lattice produced 
from the from the NN lattices associated with the orders abovelattices associated with the orders above

■■ This lattice is not unique, because any phase can be chosen This lattice is not unique, because any phase can be chosen 
to play the role of the to play the role of the NNth phaseth phase



Transformations on Transformations on ∆∆

■■ Let Let ψ : : DD →→ DD be an increasing operationbe an increasing operation
■■ We then have the following relationsWe then have the following relations

{ Ai ⊆ A′
i ⇒ ψ (Ai) ⊆ ψ (A′

i) } ⇔ { Ai  A′
i ⇒ ψ (Ai)  ψ(A′

i) 
}

Ai ⊆ A′
i for i ∈ [1, …, N-1] ⇔ AΝ  A′

Ν ⇒ ψ (AN)  ψ (A′
N)

■ Consequently, if the operator ψ is increasing for one 
of the lattices ∆, it is increasing for the others



Cyclic latticesCyclic lattices
■■ The order of increasing operators on The order of increasing operators on ∆∆ is is 

not specifiednot specified
■■ When the indices correspond to points on When the indices correspond to points on 

the unit circle, we can associate with them the unit circle, we can associate with them 
an order of treatmentan order of treatment

■■ The lattice The lattice ∆∆ ignores this feature, but the ignores this feature, but the 
choice of operators acting on it can take this choice of operators acting on it can take this 
into accountinto account

■■ The term The term cyclic latticescyclic lattices will be used to will be used to 
mean lattices of indexed partitions with mean lattices of indexed partitions with 
indices on the unit circleindices on the unit circle



Cyclic operators on indexed Cyclic operators on indexed 
partitions partitions ∆∆

■■ Two possible approaches:Two possible approaches:
–– Series operators (e.g.. Closings)Series operators (e.g.. Closings)
–– Parallel operators (e.g.. Openings)Parallel operators (e.g.. Openings)

■■ By definition, a cyclic operator acting on a By definition, a cyclic operator acting on a 
cyclic lattice must act systematically on all cyclic lattice must act systematically on all 
the indices, either by composition,the indices, either by composition,
supremumsupremum or or infimuminfimum



Series ClosingsSeries Closings
■■ Let Let ϕ1 be a connected closing on Π(E)
■■ Introduce the operatorIntroduce the operator

ψ1 [D (x, 1)] = γx ϕ1 (A1) 
ψ1 [D (x, i)] = D(x, i) \ γx ϕ1 (A1)    i =[2,…,N]

■■ γγx x is the point connected openingis the point connected opening
■■ The composition The composition ψψ = = ψψNN ... ... ψψ22 ψψ1 1 , which is a cyclic , which is a cyclic 

operator, operates on all the phases. It can be shown operator, operates on all the phases. It can be shown 
that that ψψ ψψ = = ψψ ((idempotenceidempotence) as long as the order of ) as long as the order of 
operators is kept the sameoperators is kept the same

■■ The operator The operator ψψ is a cyclic morphological filter on is a cyclic morphological filter on ∆∆



Illustration of a series closingIllustration of a series closing

Structuring Element

ψ3 ψ2 ψ1 D

D

1

2

3



Illustration of a series closingIllustration of a series closing

Structuring Element

ψ1

ψ3 ψ2 ψ1 D

ψ1DD

1

2

3
1

2

3



Illustration of a series closingIllustration of a series closing

Structuring Element

ψ1 ψ2

ψ3 ψ2 ψ1 D

ψ1DD ψ2ψ1D

1

2

3
1

2

3
1

2

3



Illustration of a series closingIllustration of a series closing

Structuring Element

ψ1 ψ2 ψ3

ψ3 ψ2 ψ1 D

ψ1DD ψ2ψ1D ψ3ψ2ψ1D

1

2

3
1

2

3
1

2

3
1

2

3



Series Closings are not Series Closings are not 
independent of operator orderindependent of operator order

Structuring Element

Phase 1
Phase 2

ψ2ψ1

ψ1 ψ2

ψ1

ψ2

ψ2

ψ1



Application of the Application of the 
series closing series closing 

Hue Band

“L’Atelier”, F. Matheron 



Application of the Application of the 
series closing series closing 

Hue Band

“L’Atelier”, F. Matheron 

Reduction to 8 values by histogram 
equalisation, followed by series closing 
with a hexagon of size 2

ψ



Initial image
(Hue band with 
256 grey levels)

Image with 
simplified hue 
band 
(hue band with 
8 grey levels)



Parallel openingsParallel openings
■■ We now exploit the fact that the We now exploit the fact that the NNth phase has different th phase has different 

properties to the others, and use it to indicate residuesproperties to the others, and use it to indicate residues
■■ We start with a connected opening We start with a connected opening γ : γ : ΠΠ((EE) ) →→ ΠΠ((EE), ), and and 

construct a new partition construct a new partition DD∗∗ asas
D∗

i (x)  = γx  [ γ(Ai ) ] =  γ [Di (x)]            
if γ[Di (x)] ≠ ∅, i ε  [ 1, ..…, N-1 ]      

D∗
N (x) = γx  (AN ) where  AN =  { x :  γx  [ γ (Ai )] = ∅ ,    

i ε  [ 1, ..…, N-1 ] }
■■ We denote as We denote as γγ∗ ∗ : : ∆ ∆ →→ ∆∆ the operator which transforms the operator which transforms 

DD into into DD∗∗

■■ γγ∗ ∗ is a morphological filter on is a morphological filter on ∆∆ and an opening for the and an opening for the 
N N -- 1 phases 1 phases AAii

■■ We privilege its action on the phases, and call it a We privilege its action on the phases, and call it a 
ΧΧ--openingopening



Illustration of a parallel openingIllustration of a parallel opening

■■ Parallel as all phases are changed togetherParallel as all phases are changed together

Structuring Element

D

1

2

3
1

2

3

D∗

The phase A4 is indicated by the colour

N = 4



Circular parallel openingCircular parallel opening

■■ Divide the circle into Divide the circle into N N -- 1 sectors of size 1 sectors of size 
ω = 2π / (Ν−1) starting from an angular origin α. 

■■ The result is a partition of The result is a partition of EE into into N N -- 1 phases 1 phases AAii, , 
and by application of and by application of γγ∗∗ , an , an NNth phase th phase AANN((αα).).

■■ The phase The phase AANN ((αα)) depends on the origin, so we depends on the origin, so we 
isotropiseisotropise it by intersectionit by intersection

AN = ∪ {AN(α), 0 ≤ α ≤ 2π}
■■ A point belongs to A point belongs to AAN N only if it disappears from only if it disappears from 

every opening for all values of every opening for all values of αα
■■ AANN can be interpreted as the result of a very simple can be interpreted as the result of a very simple 

isotropic closingisotropic closing



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 0°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

0°

90°

180°

270°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 10°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

10°

100°

190°

280°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 20°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

20°

110°

200°

290°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 30°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

30°

120°
210°

300°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 40°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

40°

130°220°

310°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 50°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

50°
140°

230°
320°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 60°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

60°

150°

230°
330°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 70°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

70°

160°

250°

340°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 80°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

80°

170°

260°

350°



Original Image

Hue Image

Class definition

α = 90°, ω = 90°

Labelled Image

90°

180°

270°

0°

α = 0°, ω = 90°



Example of application to defect Example of application to defect 
detectiondetection

Initial image Reduced angle imageLuminance image

knots

maille



Characteristics of the knots and Characteristics of the knots and 
the the maillemaille

■■ ColourColour
–– In general, the knots are very darkIn general, the knots are very dark
–– The The maillemaille is light, but the same colour as other is light, but the same colour as other 

light regions of the woodlight regions of the wood
■■ TextureTexture

–– There is a strong perturbation in the grain There is a strong perturbation in the grain 
direction near knotsdirection near knots

–– The The maillemaille cuts the grain lines, thereby cuts the grain lines, thereby 
producing a slight modification of the dominant producing a slight modification of the dominant 
directiondirection



The  The  RaoRao algorithmalgorithm
■■ GaussianGaussian filterfilter
■■ Calculation of the horizontal and vertical Calculation of the horizontal and vertical 

gradients of the smoothed imagesgradients of the smoothed images
■■ Calculation of an angle at each pixel from Calculation of an angle at each pixel from 

images of the horizontal and vertical images of the horizontal and vertical 
gradientgradient

■■ The dominant angle is calculated in the The dominant angle is calculated in the 
neighbourhoods to produce an angle imageneighbourhoods to produce an angle image

■■ Each pixel in the angle image corresponds Each pixel in the angle image corresponds 
to the dominant angle in a neighbourhoodto the dominant angle in a neighbourhood



Chain of treatmentChain of treatment

■■ Initial Image Initial Image 
and and GaussianGaussian
smoothed smoothed 
image (5x5 image (5x5 
filter)filter)



■■ The gradient images of the The gradient images of the GaussianGaussian
smoothed imagesmoothed image

Vertical 
edges Horizontal 

edges



■■ Magnitude and initial angle imagesMagnitude and initial angle images
In each 32x32 frame, the 
dominant direction 
(between 0° and 180°) is 
calculated using

∑

∑

=

== N

j
jj

N

j
jj

R

R

1

2

1

2

2cos

2sin
2tan

θ

θ
θ

where is the magnitude 
and       is the angle at 
point  j

jR
jθ



Final ResultFinal Result
Reduced angle imageLuminance image



■■ Two Two labelisationslabelisations with different with different αα to to 
simulate the rotation of simulate the rotation of αα

°=°= 45,0 ωα °=°= 45,5.22 ωα

0°

90°

180°

45°

135°

0°

180°

22.5°

67.5°

112.5°

157.5°

1 2

N = 5



■■ Cyclic opening of size 9x9Cyclic opening of size 9x9

Labelisation 1 Labelisation 2

Residue (phase 5) indicated in Intersection of 
the residues



Detection of knots and Detection of knots and maillemaille

■■ Projection Projection 
of the of the 
residues residues 
found onto found onto 
the original the original 
image image 



3x3

Effect of structuring element sizeEffect of structuring element size

5x5 7x7 9x9 11x11



Change in partition definitionChange in partition definition

ω=60°,

α=0° 
and 
α=30°

9x9 opening

ω=45°,

α=0° 
and 
α=23°

ω=30°,

α=0° 
and 
α=15°

ω=20°,

α=0° 
and 
α=10°



Use of circularUse of circular--centred topcentred top--hathat

Angle 
image



Use of circularUse of circular--centred topcentred top--hathat

Angle 
image

Angular top-hat and histogram

5x55x5

9x99x9



Use of circularUse of circular--centred topcentred top--hathat

Angle 
image

Angular top-hat and histogram Threshold 30-90

5x55x5

9x99x9



Use of circularUse of circular--centred topcentred top--hathat

5x55x5 9x99x9



SummarySummary
■■ Using mathematical morphology on angle Using mathematical morphology on angle 

valued functions is difficultvalued functions is difficult
■■ To combat this, we have developed To combat this, we have developed 

rotationally invariant operatorsrotationally invariant operators
■■ Two possible approaches have been Two possible approaches have been 

presented, namelypresented, namely
–– Circular centred operators (operators which Circular centred operators (operators which 

bring into play a difference)bring into play a difference)
–– Indexed PartitionsIndexed Partitions

■■ Applications of these operators to common Applications of these operators to common 
angle images, the hue image and directional angle images, the hue image and directional 
texture images, were presentedtexture images, were presented


